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A
Note
From
Our Head Of School
Let me begin by welcoming back all of our
families to Berkeley. Though the last six months
have been difficult and uncomfortable in so many
ways, let’s all be thankful that we are at least back
at school together, and that our students’ day-today lives are more or less normal. It has been so
wonderful getting to see the kids back in their
classrooms and running around campus.
As the year progresses, we hope to continue to
reopen campus and to move towards ever-more
normal operations. We ask for our families’
forbearance in this, as we must balance returning
to normal with staying on the right side of the
government’s regulations. Our current plan is to
have our Hallowe’en celebration on October 29th
as our first event with parents invited back to
campus, and provided everything goes well we will
continue to reopen from there.
I would also like to take this opportunity to
welcome all of our new staff to Berkeley. Many
came from overseas and took an enormous leap
of faith during a pandemic to join us, and we
appreciate their dedication and trust. We are so
glad to have them all with us, and look forward to
working with them in the years to come.
Finally, though this year might be strange in
many ways, I think when you put together our
caring parents, dedicated staff, and amazing
students we are guaranteed a great year. I look
forward to experiencing it with you all.

Data Explained

The graphs above show the current grade
6 and grade 11 class scores on their Math and
Reading MAP test over the last 3 years. We
took an average of scores from students who
have been at Berkeley for 3+ years. Below the
graphs you will see the grade level norm
numbers. You will also notice that our
students, on average, have scored at or above
grade level on both the Reading and the Math
MAP test. On average our students are scoring
at or higher than 50% of students their age.
Even through all the weeks of online learning,
our students' test score continued to rise! We
are so proud of our strong and dedicated
students! Go Berkeley!
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The beginning of a new year brings new perspectives, new opportunities, and new goals.
For individuals, these will vary. At Berkeley, for staff and students, these will be guided by
the introduction of the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).
“The Sustainable Development Goals are a call for action by all countries – poor, rich and
middle-income – to promote prosperity while protecting the planet” (United Nations:
https://www.un.org). They include 17 individual goals set by the UN to help make the world
a better, cleaner, safer, more equitable place for us to live.
We will use the 17 SDGs to reflect on what we do in our greater community, as a school,
and all the way down into the classroom. Our community will become well-versed in how
we can achieve and aspire to these goals. It is imperative that our childrens’ generation
become knowledgeable on global issues and accountable
into making change, using positive solutions and dialogue. Key to this is
teaching students the tools to make real change. That is our goal.
Please join us in getting behind our new initiative and focus!
Cheers!

MR. JAKE
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A few months ago my family and I stepped out of quarantine and we immediately
found our new home here at Berkeley. It truly is an amazing place where I can’t help but
pinch myself when I walk around this gorgeous campus. The professionalism of the
teaching staff and the thoughtful conversations I’ve had with some of your students
inspires me. It has been my privilege to visit all of the secondary classrooms and introduce
myself to the student body. I look forward to working with our staff on continuing to
focus on literacy in the classroom. It is our goal to prepare your student
for college and the rigors of life after high school. Finally, I would like
to end with a heartfelt thank you to everyone who has welcomed us
to Thailand. This truly is the ‘land of smiles.’

MR. CASANOVA
After decades of steady decline, the number of people
who suffer from hunger - as measured by the prevalence of
undernourishment – began to slowly increase again in 2015.
Current estimates show that nearly 690 million people are hungry,
or 8.9 percent of the world population – up by 10 million people in
one year and by nearly 60 million in five years.
The world is not on track to achieve Zero Hunger by 2030. If recent
trends continue, the number of people affected by hunger would
surpass 840 million by 2030.
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THEATRE FROM A THOUSAND MILES

The alarm clock goes off between three and four during
what feels like the middle of the night, and often it breaks the
dream that I’ve just fallen into. However well I prepare to go to
bed on time so my sleep is not interrupted during the best
spot of this elusive REM sleep, my brain keeps telling me that
it’s ridiculous to go to bed early, so it makes me solve riddles
and walk through imaginary fields counting endless fluffy
sheep, while at the same time keeping myself awake as I’m
afraid the alarm clock won’t go off in time. But it always does.
Not long after I turn it off I’m ready for Berkeley; I have a
teapot next to me, the Google Meet is open, and I see some of
the students walk into the room, all wearing face masks. The
slightly pixelated quality of the video registration, together
with new faces with only eyes visible, makes it difficult for me

By: Ms. Ellis

guess who’s in the room. I’m sure that I’ve mixed up names - then again, I can’t pretend that I wouldn’t
have done some name-mixing had I actually been in the room. For the students it’s nearly time to have
lunch by now. They’ve already had other lessons, already exchanged stories, laughed out loud, and
perhaps made plans for later, for after school. For me, the smell of freshly baked bread wafts in from
the bakery a few doors down ‘my’ street here in Amsterdam, but I still have to wait a few hours for
breakfast. I’ve opened the curtains even though it’s still dark outside, while in the bright classroom
thousands of miles away the lesson is about to start. I’m looking at kids wearing hoodies, so I assume
the Airco is doing its job in Bangkok. We don’t need Airco yet in Amsterdam - an open window will do.
For now, that is, as the Summers in Europe are getting hotter every year.
So far, it has been nothing short of a small miracle to see
students on the other side of the world trying out games and
exercises that I designed for them, all the way from my
makeshift desk. Because the connection is not always brilliant,
my voice is often delayed, there’s the odd reverb, and I
sometimes have to switch off either the camera or the
microphone. There’s a teacher in the room and they keep the
lesson going. In some classes we also communicate via a
Bluetooth telephone connection. Who would’ve thought a year
ago that teachers would ever teach their classes like this?
Drama is a peculiar subject to teach online anyway, but at
least I can now see students running around in a classroom
which is a lot better than after the start of Corona. For four
months I stared at a screen with students in their bedrooms not
being able to interact, or be physically active for theatre
lessons. I hope that in a year’s time we will laugh when thinking
back to these days of education and appreciate all we have
learned - for both students and teachers. Before the trams in
Amsterdam start their day job, Berkeley students are already
working on physical exercises, storytelling, improvisation and
contemplating how to perform text. I want to crawl through
the camera and appear on the other side so that I can join in,
hear exactly what everyone is saying, laugh at their funny
solutions and work with these enthusiastic kids in real life! As it
stands, Berkeley Lions will remain ‘screen legends’ for me for a
short while to come, and when I finally meet you all, I’ll be in
awe - I’m sure. Let me hear your roar!
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ZERO HUNGER ART By:SHOW
Ms. Erin
Around the school, we are trying to adopt the UN Sustainable
development Goals and implement them into our lessons- even in
our art! This month, the elementary classes have been focusing on
the first 2 Goals, so I thought it was a great chance to make
students aware of SDG #2- Zero Hunger.
What better way to discuss Zero Hunger than to make Foodthemed artworks! We are planning to have a Food-themed Art
Show on display in the cafeteria within the next few weeks. G3 & G4
have been drawing fruit still lifes- that is a genre of art where you
draw an arrangement of objects using your observation skills to try
and capture the subtle shapes and values as the light reflects off
the surface.
Middle school kids in the Art ASA have also joined in on the
fun. Last week, we set up a beautiful display of real fruits in the
center of the tables and students were able to use whichever
medium they chose to draw or paint the still life. After class, they
were pleasantly surprised to enjoy tasting the blueberries, kiwi fruit,
and bananas that we didn’t want to go to waste!
In the high school visual arts class, we have been working on
acrylic paintings based on observation of fruit still lifes as well as
integrating their own personal style. We have been discussing
various ways to help our friends and family be more aware of the
foods we eat, where we shop for foods, and what restaurants we
choose.
We hope that by learning about SDG #2- Zero Hunger, and
creating artwork to support this goal will spread the word that we
must make sustainable food choices and help others in need. I
hope you will soon be able to come and check out all the amazing
and colorful ‘fruits’ of our labor at school soon! But for now, these
‘work-in-progress’ photos will have to do!

HEALTHY BODY, HEALTHY MIND, HEALTHY HEART: HEALTHY ME!
As we started this new school
year with new hope, peace
and endless possibilities, we
made sure that our K2 friends
felt safe, happy and secure at
school. We always start the
new school year learning
about ourselves but this year,
we made sure to emphasize
how children develop a sense
of resilience, positive thinking
and healthy habits.

Healthy Body
We learned about germs and
how we can keep ourselves
safe by practicing the proper
hand washing technique and
respecting one another’s
personal ‘socially distanced’
space. We also talked about
how healthy food choices to
keep
us
happy
and
energized

By: Ms. Bela

Healthy Mind
In K2, children begin to truly
develop
their
sense
of
independence, which plays an
important
part
in
building
confidence and self-awareness.
We’ve discussed how to make
conscious choices and the
impact they have when they
socialize with their friends. We
even practiced ways to resolve
conflict and be the best we can
be!
Healthy Heart
K2 explored their feelings, emotions and relationships through fun
activities in the classroom and out on the playground .Understanding
and developing these social skills at an early age promotes a healthy
mind and well-being, now and in the future. A perfect time to practice
these skills is during ‘Fun Friday’! We play, dance, sing, swim, socialize
and build important relationships within our K2 family. Our K2 students
have really settled in and come to school with the biggest smiles on their
faces everyday! We cannot wait to see what’s in store for K2B and K2L
this school year!
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Fantastic Frogs!
by Ms. Tara

It was a regular Wednesday morning, the K3T class entered their
classroom expecting the normal morning routine of morning
greetings and a morning dance party—but oh, what is that sitting on
the table? It’s a giant tank full of tadpoles, swimming around and
around! The classroom was buzzing with questions and observations
and children with wide, excited smiles!
Our class was spending the week exploring the /t/ sound and how
to write lower and uppercase Ts. What a great way to connect
science and literacy, with the introduction of fifteen /t/../t/…
tadpoles to our daily routine! The children planned out a way to
make the tank a more hospitable and welcoming place for our
tadpoles to make the next jump in their unique life cycle. We
collected rocks, sticks, flowers, and bark to create a home that could
accommodate every stage of a frog’s life. The children learned
about how the tadpoles will begin to grow legs and their tails will
disappear. And of course, shortly after that, we had tiny baby frogs
jumping around their temporary home. We were able to release
these cute baby frogs outside, so they had a chance to live happy
froggy lives and continue the cycle by eventually laying eggs.
In our classroom, the K3T students were very fascinated by these
small critters and how quickly they changed day by day. We made
mini books and posters. Many of the children started writing words
independently, using inventive spelling, to describe what they
observed. The results were gorgeous and the children were so proud
of themselves for documenting this amazing phenomenon! Imagine
that; our Berkeley students are all talented and bourgeoning
scientists even while they are still in Kindergarten! Go Berkeley
Froggies… I mean Lions!

From Molecules to Organisms:
Structures and Processes
by Ms. Sylvia
First grade started this school year with students exploring
animals and animal adaptations. In this unit, "From Molecules to
Organisms: Structures and Processes," students were
encouraged to ask questions such as: What are some ways
plants and animals meet their needs so that they can survive
and grow? How are parents and their children similar and
different?
Then, using next-generation science standards as a guide,
students explored and developed an understanding of how
animals use their external parts to help them survive, grow, and
meet their needs. They also learned about the behaviors of
parents and offsprings that help survival.
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They had fun making observations to construct an
explanation of why camouflage is helpful to animals. In a
favorite activity, "Moth Hide and Seek," students tested their
ability to spot camouflage moths. After we learned about what
camouflage was, each student got a butterfly to try to
camouflage in the room!

Middle School
science
by Mr. Colt

What a start to a year this has been! As teachers, one
of the most important things we can teach students is
how to deal with adversity and change. COVID-19 has
given us, educators and parents of the next generation,
one of the best platforms to model dealing with adversity
and change. Daniel Tiger has a great song that I love to
sing to students (my own included) as the need arrives.
Building models is a large part of the Next-Generation Science
standards and one of the items many times, as science teachers, we
gloss over in favor of experiments or other activities. Models allow
our students to remember what they have been taught in class and
when not just following what others have done on Google before
them, but in a way that makes more sense to them and where they
are at in their learning. According to researchers Kenyon, Schwarz,
and Hug, when students are engaged in modeling they “notice
patterns and develop and revise representations that become useful
models to predict and explain—making their own scientific knowledge
stronger, helping them think critically, and helping them know more
about the nature of science” (2008). With that said, look at some of
the modeling we have been doing in science so far this year.

Young Pilots:

Physics doesn't always have to be stressful!
by Mr. Shobhit

Physics doesn’t always have to be stressful. Case in point:
Jealous? Come join us in AP Physics, where we do all
sorts of fun stuff together! Now, this isn’t just us
flying a plane, but also us learning more about 2-D
and 3-D motion. There is so much to dissect from
these fun activities, such as air resistance, velocity,
displacements, acceleration, x-y-z-axis, and tons of
other physics-related stuff. However, it isn’t just fun
and games, as the plotting of the PT (position and
time) and VT (velocity and time) graphs will give you
a hard time. To be completely honest, we took about
an hour to draw the following photo:
Unbelievable, right? With our class, be
prepared to have many great
experiences
.: together but also for some
mind-boggling work! PS. After AP Physics,
it feels like you used your brain LIKE
NEVER BEFORE!
May Your Force be equal to Mass times
Acceleration!
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K-3 FEELINGS AND EMOTIONS
Let's Talk about it!
by Mr. Kobus

As we all know, feelings and emotions play a very
important part in our everyday life. That’s why we
spoke about this topic early on in K3B. We spoke about
our different emotions and discussed them in our
classroom. While we were talking about how we feel, we
also mentioned what type of things and behaviors can
make us feel that way.
We categorized our emotions in different color groups.
We had the green zone, blue zone, yellow zone, and the
red zone.
In the green zone, our emotions are wonderful, with
feelings such as happy, calm, focused and ready to
learn. Therefore, this is the zone we all strive towards:
The Green Zone.
The Red zone will be the exact opposite of the beautiful
green zone. The Red zone tests our patience as we have
the following in there: angry, mean, yelling and OUT OF
CONTROL!
It is very important for us all that we speak about our
feelings and emotions. If we talk about how we feel
about certain things, we might start to feel better or
find helpful ways to deal with our feelings. If we do not
talk about our feelings and emotions, we keep them
inside of us and they can make us feel worse and
worse…Let’s talk to our friends and family so that we
can help everybody strive towards the green zone!

K-1 ON THE
PLAYGROUND!

by Ms. Jana

“Play is the work of childhood. When children play they are
experiencing the world with their entire being.” - Rudolf
Steiner
In K1, we love to play! Did you know that all learning—
emotional, social, motor, and cognitive—is accelerated,
facilitated, and fueled by the pleasure of play?
Playgrounds that promote different types of play are vital
to a child’s cognitive, emotional, physical, and social
development. In Berkeley Kindergarten, we are so lucky to
have our fantastic playground! This quarter, and all year
long, K1 students will play in so many different ways on
our playground. We love running with our friends,
climbing, swinging and sliding, using the water play area,
caring for our garden, mixing it up in the mud kitchen,
digging in the sandpit, riding tricycles and scooters, and so
much more. We are developing lifelong skills on our
playground every single day… and fantastic memories,
too!
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Self-Portraits!
by Ms. Dream

This year we began art lessons with a self-portrait unit.
Mostly, children like to draw shapes or doodles in their
spare time to express their artistic freedom through
their work of art. Making self-portraits can be fun and is
a good opportunity for the kids to show their artistic
abilities. Drawing self-portraits will help the children see
all the different changes that will happen as they grow
throughout the year. They learn about the details of
their eyes, nose, mouth, and face and what they can
look like. They also learn about what makes them
unique and how they look different from their friends.
During their creative work time, the children had access
to many kinds of materials such as clay, cardboard,
acrylic paint, markers, magnets, popsicle sticks, yarn,
pom poms, and colorful crystal mosaic tiles.
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BRaceLet Club
by Ms. Kelly

Every Wednesday students meet in the G1K
class to enjoy some good conversation and
bracelet making! Bracelet making is more than
just making something you like to wear.
Bracelet making improves problem-solving
skills in children. It also helps reduce anxiety by
having students focus intently on making the
bracelet, allowing for the mind to relax and be
calm. The benefits of the mindfulness required
in bracelet making include reducing stress and
anxiety, improving focus, and allowing for less
impulsive responses to strong emotions.
“Mindful attention to anything could have some
of these benefits, so crafting mindfully could be
a great alternative for people who aren’t into
meditation,” says Dr. Daramus of the American
Psychological Association. Bracelet making is a
fun way to keep your mind healthy and calm;
recently students have been making mask
necklaces to keep our masks from getting lost.

Mindful Makers

by Ms. Lauren

K2 and K3 students have been having fun exploring the
world of STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Art, Math)
in the Makers Club. STEAM is about making predictions, solving
problems, building, and refining. It is about the process, not the
product.
As an introduction to the world of STEAM, we started by
asking the question: How can ‘The Makers’ be mindful and help
the world? To complete STEAM challenges, they needed
materials, they deliberated (imagined
), and decided instead of
(imagined),
buying these materials, they will Reduce, Reuse, and Recycle,
gathering materials from home and school to use. They
needed a place to store these materials—that is when the
planning began. Over several weeks, they worked together to
design a Recylebot, complete with 3 compartments for paper,
plastic, and metal. Following the planning process, they started
to create their bot, painting, constructing, and improving
where necessary. This collaborative project was nearly
complete, but not quite, our new friend needed a name. After
careful consideration, the names were selected and the votes
were cast; introducing ‘Lucky Roco.’ Lucky will live at school to
be fed recyclables by all the students, however, the students
also made a mini-bot to take home as a little reminder to be a
mindful maker.
STEAM inspires creativity, engages all types of learners,
and develops critical approaches to learning and thinking.
Watch this space for more projects from the ‘Mindful Makers!’
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Yoga
by Ms. Lacey

Middle and elementary school Lions are
dominating the Berkeley yoga scene this
semester in two ASAs led by teachers Ms.
Lacey and Ms. Jenna (secondary yoga), and
Ms. Phoenix (primary yoga). Secondary
students say that yoga is improving their
flexibility, posture, focus, and productivity.
They’ll need to continue honing all of those
skills to meet their long-term goals including
doing the splits and mastering a handstand.
On a visit to the elementary yoga room you
might see yogis taking turns sharing
something they are grateful for or using
creative imagery to facilitate breathing
exercises: They light their peace candles as
they breathe in and share…. “What does your
candle smell like?” Neapolitan ice cream, trees,
vanilla—the possibilities are endless! It’s no
wonder the majority of our elementary yogis
say that this afterschool program is improving
their overall sense of well-being. Both classes
are learning new yoga poses and challenging
their ability to move, balance, and breathe
through a variety of postures—all while
enjoying the company of friends. But their
favorite thing to do….. is just lie on the floor,
and breathe. We like to call it Shavasana.
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ES THAI
By: Ms. Meiji

Welcome back to our Thai class at school! I am so happy to
see you face to face again! In the first quarter, first and second
graders have been studying about Thai vowels, Thai House and
Thai tale stories. Maybe you can ask them to retell what is about
Dao look kai and Ta In Ta na. :) The third graders have been
studying about reviewing Thai vowels and the ASEAN community.
They can say hello in 10 languages now! The fourth and fifth
grader have been studying about reviewing Final consonants and
the Thai tones like a ปา ปา ปา ปา ปา. Our Thai words are so
interesting. Also the culture topics for both grades are about
Thailand; the map of Thailand and Thai festivals. This is a great
time to know more about our country!Non Thai students - we
focused on “ Myself”. They have been studying about the Thai
words and conversation on these topics; greeting and introducing,
body, health and illness, basic emotion, and fruit food drinks! I
believe that they had a lot of new words and great activities in
class. Can’t wait to see what is the next episode for our Thai

MS THAI

class.Have a good time! :)

By: Ms. Oui

Hello everyone, Sa wad dee kha!. Welcome back to school. In
the first quarter, our middle school students are working hard on
Thai literature. Sixth graders are reading a book named “A little
karuda” These are their first steps to read a book with no picture,
keep going. Seventh graders are reading a book named “Mekong
Kids” and Eighth graders are reading a book named “A very
happy boy” Our non-native Thai students learned about the “My
self” unit that they need to know how to pronounce Thai words
and some conversations in Thai. The non-native Thai eighthgraders had a cooking class for Thai recipes, they cooked “khao
pad” and “gai tod gra-tiem” If you don’t know what that is, ask
them. This first-quarter runs very fast. I am very glad that we can
come back to school and wish everyone good health. Take care
of yourself. It's almost the holidays. Wish you all a wonderful
holiday!
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HS THAI
By: Ms. Aoy

Welcome back to Thai class with the new normal life!
High school students start this quarter with Thai Fiction
unit. They have learned about literary elements; plot,
character, setting, conflict, theme etc. They enjoy
learning Thai culture and belief from reading. In G.9 and
10, they have learned about My Sweet Orange Tree
which is one of fifty recommended books by Thai
Health Promotion Foundation of Thailand. They have
discussed children’s life both in family and school. In
G.11 and 12, they have read Democracy, Shaken & Stirred
which won the S.E.A. write award in 1997. They shared
opinions about Thai politics and changing in Thai
society. Students can relate to the Thai government and
democratic system in Thailand.For learning out of class,
G.11 will have a plan to visit Siriraj Museum and Maharaj
pier. They will learn about developing health and
welfare technology in Thailand. G.12 also has an
educational trip to Artist’s house and Taling Chan
floating market to observe Thai way of life along the
river. We are looking forward to joining the trip, so
excited!
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LEARNING LAB
BY: MS. KRISTINE
The Homework Club and Learning Lab have joined forces this year to provide a
quiet place for students G4-G12 to catch up on school work, work on group projects,
tackle homework assignments and maybe even get some help from our high school
friends after school!
High school students have been earning Community Service hours every time they
join a class to help them obtain the required 40 hours they must earn to graduate from
Berkeley. This year, we’ve been able to provide three days a week; Wednesdays,
Thursdays and Fridays, and in the future we may add more opportunities, depending
on need and availability.
We’re always looking for more high school students, so touch base with Kristine
Watson, Sarah Nickel or Ron Van Zelst if you’re interested, and we’ll get you set up!
Thank you to Mr. Michael for accommodating the students in the library!
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NASTYA
SOCCER (G3-5)

Our after school activity is
soccer for kids from grades
3-5 (8-10 years old). We
usually start off our practice
with a warm up and end it
with 2-3 games. I love playing
soccer with kids because I
love interacting with kids, and
teaching them my skills, and
watching
them
improve
makes me very happy.

STUDENT-LED
ASAS

I coach basketball for grade
3-5. We practice warm ups,
drills like dribbling, shooting,
etc., and scrimmage games. I
like how enthusiastic they are.
They are also very energetic.
Some of the challenges are it
took me some time for the
kids to respect me, and I don't
have many prior experience
in coaching before.

COTTON
BOARD GAMES
(G3-5)

GARY
BASKETBALL
(G3-5)

In this club kids play various
types of board games and
have a fun time. When kids
have any homework or
school work troubles, we
assist them. I enjoy talking to
kids and getting to know
them, and understand their
mindset.
Challenges
are
competing
against
each
other.
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GRADE 8 EXPLORES THE
MIDDLE AGES
BY MS. JENNA
Our 8th graders first unit in Social Studies was about the Middle
Ages. This part of history is filled with stories about knights, kings
and castles but also has a darker side. European lost a lot of
knowledge and culture during the 14th century but they also were
faced with the Bubonic Plague! The 8th grade students learned a lot
gorey details about the Bubonic Plague. The disease was transmitted
from rodents to humans by the bite of infected fleas. People had
symptoms like fever, vomiting, swollen lymphoid, and skin turning
black, hence the plagues nickname, the Black Death! They also
learned how European way of life and population were affected by
this illness. The 8th graders played The Black Death Dice Game for
deeper understanding of the amount of lives lost in European
villages. The students goal of this game was to have the least
amount of people in their village die of the Black Death. In groups of
two, they rolled a pair of dice one hundred times. Each roll represents
3 days within their village - one hundred rolls equals just under one
year. As one partner rolled the dice and the other noted how many
deaths they lost in one roll.
After the students rolled one hundred times they added up all the
lives lost. When the students finished playing The Black Death Dice
Game they compared the Black Death to COVID-19! Surprisingly they
have a lot in common. If you want to know more about this, find an
8th grader and ask them for more information. The plague is
definitely one of the most interesting parts of the Middle Ages!

We wanted to see how good different
teachers were at finding countries. The
countries that we decided to test people
with were Russia, Italy, Canada, Laos,
France,

Spain,

Egypt,

Afghanistan,

HOW WELL DO TEACHERS
KNOW GEOGRAPHY
BY EVA AND BELLE - GRADE 8

Austria, and Luxembourg.
There were a total of 10 countries, and we tested 8 teachers, and 1 high
school student. The teachers that were tested were elementary, middle, and
high school teachers. Nobody really had trouble finding Russia, Italy,
Canada, Laos, and France. Spain was also very easy for most, but one
teacher got it wrong. Egypt, Afghanistan, and Austria were slightly harder,
because only five teachers found them. The last and hardest country was

FIRST PLACE
MR. GEOFF 10/10
MR. SHOBHIT 10/10
PANDA 10/10

Luxembourg. All the teachers knew where Russia was because it was a really
big area at the top of Asia. When asking for Italy, many teachers referred to
it as the boot. Canada was a big area at the top of North America, which was
easy to find. As for Laos, many teachers would look towards Thailand first.
Spain was the place separated from Europe a little, and France was right
above it. Most teachers that got Egypt wrong were in the right area, which

SECOND PLACE
MS. JENNA 9/10
COACH MIKE 9/10

was the top of Africa. When teachers would look for Afghanistan, they would
often start from Turkey then go to Iraq and Iran. Austria is a small country in
the center of Europe. Last one is Luxembourg, it is a really small country that
borders France and Germany. Only a couple teachers found Luxembourg, but
we expected that because you can barely see it on the map.
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THIRD PLACE
MR. BLAKE 8/10

ANDY WARHOL
BY ENEKO - GRADE 7
Andy Warhol (born Andrew Warhola) was
born in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania on August
6th, 1928. He was a famous artist, screen
printer, filmmaker, and photographer. You
probably know him for his famous Campbell’s Condensed Soup paintings, or his Marilyn
Monroe screen print. He is one of the first people to make Pop Art popular. The first-ever Pop
Art painting was made by him (it was the Coca-Cola bottle). Fun Fact: Andy Warhol once
turned an uptight ritzy art gallery in New York into a supermarket, he had a bunch of
“paintings” and “sculptures” that were just everyday items you could find in stores. He liked to
provoke and break the foundations of the art world. When he created the famous Brillo Pad
Sculpture, he was asked “Why do you copy something, why not make something new?” to
which he answered “Be-- Because it’s easier.” Very close to the artistic world he created a
studio that he called “The Factory” (peculiar name huh?), The Factory was a place that artists
like Dali, Lou Reed, Mick Jagger, Paul Morrisey, Yoko Ono, etc. and normal people would hang
out. In this studio, Andy would make really peculiar pieces of art, including short three minute
films, vinyl disk covers, and magazine covers which were really popular. Andy Warhol
sadly died on February 22, 1987, at the New York Hospital, the United States after
routine gallbladder surgery. So that was it, the famous Pop Art artist was dead, but his
influences have made the art world a much better place. Because of him, countless
artists have made advertisements and called them art made countless comic book
drawings or manga TV shows and called them art, but most importantly, he got
something that was never used (the screen-printing machine) and made it into a great
art-making device. He has helped artists get inspired as much as Picasso or Dali and will
always be remembered as one of the greatest artists ever. If you would like to see some
of his original art pieces and learn a little more from him until the 24th of November you
can visit the exhibition Andy Warhol: Pop Art at River City Bangkok.

Demon Slayer: Mugen Train is an upcoming
movie that is coming out on November 12th, 2020 in
Thailand. The movie is a direct sequel to the Demon
Slayer anime series and is based on the manga,
Demon Slayer: Kimetsu no Yaiba. The original
manga follows the plot of a male teenager that
decides to become a demon slayer after the killing
of his family; the teenager becomes a demon slayer

DEMON SLAYER
BY CAT WALTON - GRADE 8

to avenge his family. During the brutal incident, his
younger sister Nezuku is turned into one of the
demons, which is one of the main factors in the
story. The manga has over twenty-one volumes and
has caught the eye of many readers all over the
world. Since it became popular, they turned it into a
twenty-six episode TV series. The series follows the
beginning of the manga series while the upcoming
film will pick up where the final episode ended in
the TV series. The movie recently released a new
trailer for fans to check out. It gives us a glimpse of
some of the fierce and exhilarating battles that are
set to be in the movie.
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WISE WORDS FROM OUR ALUMNI
By Katrina Burkey

Ms. Katrina

Why do we go to school? While
it may not seem like it at the
moment, education is a privilege
and not one that everyone has
access to; yet, all too often, we are
not happy about attending school.
We have middle school, which is to
prepare us for high school, then
we transition into high school, in
order to be prepared for college.
When you reach 9th grade you
begin high school, where the
grades you receive will stick with
you for the rest of your life. When
you apply for university, they are
going to want to see good grades
and the tougher the classes, the
better. There are many lessons we
learn during this time and for
some, there are lessons that they
wished they had learned earlier in
life. Let’s hear from some of our
alumni and try to learn from their
experiences.

Hinako

Hinako is currently studying Journalism at
Sophia University in Japan, which has been
her dream all along, with hopes of learning
public relations in the movie industry.
However, through her volunteer
experience, her aim has changed towards
dealing with social issues through the
process of creating documentaries. Her
advice to current high schoolers is to gain
as much experience as possible
that is available to you in
order to explore
various interests. The more
experiences you have the
more information you will
have gathered to best help
you find a job you enjoy.
“You don't need to figure
everything out at your
age, but just experience
various fields so that you
may find what you
really want to do.”- Hinako
"Pleasure in the job puts perfection in the
work." - Aristotle

Andrea

Andrea is studying Creative Media
Design at Stamford International
University here in Thailand. She is
looking forward to taking classes on
campus once things begin to open up at
her university but for now is learning
online. Andrea would like to share the
importance
of using your time wisely.
"As my term is coming to
an end, I've learned that time
management is a very
important skill to have,”
she says. At university you
will not be allowed to retest,
resubmit work or turn in late
assignments. If you miss an
exam, you will receive a zero,
period. It is better to learn how
to use your time wisely now in
high school while you have
the care and support of
your teachers.
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"Don’t be fooled by the calendar. There
are only as many days in the year as
you make use of. One man gets only a
week’s value out of a year while another
man gets a full year’s value out of a
week." Charles Richards

Missy

Missy is currently in her third
year at Chulalongkorn University
& University of Queensland, she is
also interning here at Berkeley.
Here is what she has to say, “ I
wish I would have known that
teachers in Berkeley (although
some may be tough) are very
VERY KIND. There's no such thing
as a retest or redo assignments
in college (at least not where I
attend). If you fail, you fail. If you
make a bad grade, too bad, try
harder next time. Don't be
discouraged from the future, but
don't forget to count your
blessings.”

SPIRIT SHIRTS!
By Ron Van Zelst

Here’s a sneak peek into what’s going on in the high school Design
& Technology class! We have been focusing on developing skills
that get us ready to be awesome designers. The year started off
with designing COVID-19 posters that were giving useful
information to our students. The best posters are being displayed
around the school.
This time we take on an even greater task and the design teams
are handing in their designs for this year’s spirit shirt. The winning
design will go to print and will be worn by Berkeley students and
teachers during the outdoor classroom day and on special
occasions during the year.
We’re getting ready to design for the real world!
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By: Ms. YanWang
From this new school year, HS Mandarin classes are very
excited about the performance tasks of each unit. When one
unit is finished, the students will work in groups and make up
their conversation based on one of the conversations learned
in the unit. They will perform the conversation they write and
make a short movie to play before the class. Students are
directors and actors of their movie; in this process, they can
demonstrate their understanding of how these Chinese
conversations happen in real-life situations, as well as their
proficiency in writing and speaking Chinese.
Another exciting activity in HS Mandarin is singing in
Chinese. After learning a group of new words, the students can
choose an existing song or music beat to sing them out and
make a short music video. The most fun moments are when
they come up with amazing ideas and watch the productions
of their classmates.
In the week of the Chinese Moon Festival, HS students just
finished their performance task in understanding Chinese
culture and legends: the Chinese shadow puppet show. This is
also a part of a cooperative teaching project between
elementary and secondary Mandarin classes. They made their
puppets and performed the Moon Festival legend stories to
the ES Mandarin students. Their performance has got a lot of
applause from the younger audiences.
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By: Ms. Amy

The Mid-Autumn Festival is also called the Moon Festival or
the Mooncake Festival. It traditionally falls on the 15th day of the
eighth month in the Chinese lunar calendar, which is on October
1st this year. It is celebrated in many East Asian communities. In
China, it's the second most important festival after Chinese New
Year. It’s a reunion time for families, just like Thanksgiving.
Chinese people celebrate it by gathering for dinners and lighting
paper lanterns.In Mandarin classes, we held many cultural
activities to celebrate this special festival. We learned the
legends behind the festival and the related Chinese
words.Elementary students had many hands-on activities. They
made their own paper lanterns and bunnies. G4 and G5 students
sketched the moon festival legend storyboard and did spark
video storytelling projects. They even tried to teach Chinese
words to outside learners. Middle school students created their
own puppets and put up a puppet show for Elementary
students. It was so much fun!
Happy Moon Festival!
Zhōngqiū jié kuàilè!

中秋节快乐！
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Life is
COOL
in the Big
POOL
By: Coach Mike

It’s that time of year again when Berkeley students get
back in the pool for the swimming unit. In the secondary
section each student studies 6 hours of swimming per
quarter. Most students think swimming at Berkeley is fun and
we try to make it as safe and enjoyable as possible. Athletic
Director Coach Sauce said, “A lot of kids think it’s a really fun
unit depending on the time of day.” In the morning it is
usually cooler, and many students are reluctant to jump into
the chilly water. In contrast, as the day heats up in the
afternoon, students enjoy the cool water. Sixth Grader Pailin
Slatter said, “In the morning everyone starts shivering but
when you get in the water it’s not that bad. My friends and I
love swimming”. Another common complaint about the
swimming unit is that students have to carry their wet
swimwear around campus.10th Grader Finley Nelson said,
“Swimming is pretty fun because it’s different, but it is a pain
to carry my bags for swimming.”
All students are
encouraged to bring a separate bag for wet clothing and
take it home at the end of the day.Berkeley started the year
with many changes and the most important change for
Physical Education was the reopening of our Olympic Pool.
Over the summer new pipes were fitted to our world class
pump and filtration system. We have also added a new
maintenance team to help clean and look after the pool.
Hopefully the Olympic Pool will be running smoothly for
years to come.
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Grin Green
We are the FIRST of its kind, student-led social
enterprise!! Students are responsible for all our
achievements. Our mission is to innovate an
experiential model of education that supports
awareness and interaction toward solving the
most urgent issues our world faces today. Our
vision is to create a revolution in education that
creates the next generation of global change
makers. We've collaborated with UN 4+ times,
appeared in dozens of local & international news
outlets, and organised 7+ beach/soi cleanups,
etc.
We are organising a bake sale for Halloween
on October 30th, so don't forget
to bring your money!

Thriveby_
Not just living, but THRIVING!

It all started with a simple email over summer break inquiring
about volunteer opportunities from 10th grade Berkeley student
Marin Manago and turned into a conversation with teacher Zoé
Diacou about how to combat discrimination and stigma for
people living with HIV and mental illness. Marin suggested a
social media campaign and once students returned to school,
the idea caught on with this new after-school activity.
Berkeley high school students have enthusiastically
spearheaded Thriveby_, our social media campaign (on
Instagram, Facebook, and Twitter) to “change the world, one
stigma at a time.” They have been meeting each week since
early August to get this underway and have been the
consummate professionals setting up graphic design teams,
public relations/writing teams, research teams, and even event
planning and translation teams. Students recognized early on
the importance of having a unified color palette for their ‘Gram
and decided to create all their own logos, profile pictures, and
posts. These students are also learning how to set deadlines,
communicate with different teams, advocate for changing
direction, and provide evidence for their decisions. The research
they’re doing isn’t limited to reading but also includes
interviewing people, such as HIV+ Thai youth and partnering with
other local organizations, such as the Mercy Centre.
Follow thriveby_ on Instagram, FB, and Twitter as we become
a national and international force for positive change.
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SUDOKU
DOWN
2. Middle School Learning Support Teacher
5. Ms. Jenna's and Ms. Erin's Homeroom
6. Middle School Social Studies Teacher
7. Middle School Science Teacher
8. Middle School English Language Arts Teacher
9. Mr. Chase's and Ms. Yan Wang's Homeroom

ACROSS
1. Secondary Principal
3. Ms. Sarah Ross's and Mr. Jay's Homeroom
4. Middle School Math Teacher
10. Secondary Counselor
11. Mr. Colt's and Mr. Ron's Homeroom
12. Berkeley's Head of School

MIDDLE
SCHOOL
CROSSWORD
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HUNGER BANQUET
BY MS. KAITLIN
To gather a deeper understanding of the first two UN
Sustainable Development Goals, “No Poverty” and “Zero
Hunger,” G3K students engaged in a “Hunger Banquet” where
they discovered the realities of living life with very little
money or food. The Hunger Banquet, which was first
developed by UK-based charity confederation OXFAM as a
means of fundraising, simulates the class system and what
types of food the lower, middle and upper classes of society
have access to. Students entered a random drawing for their
social class, which then determined the table where they sat
for “dinner”. We discussed the types and quantity of food
each group has access to. Students were surprised to learn
just how difficult it is for people of the lower class to move
up into a higher class, despite hard work and perseverance.
We shared amazing conversations about what is fair and just,
and how people do not have a choice about the class they
are born into. Students were able to begin comprehending
parts of their privilege, and reflect on ways they can
contribute to helping this situation in their own communities.

EXPLORING THE EARTH’S LANDSCAPE
CHANGES.
BY MS. JANE
As part of our first science unit, grade four students have
undertaken a variety of hands-on investigations. This unit has
seen us modeling the rock cycle with crayons, exploring rocks in
our school environment, demonstrating weathering with some
sugar cube shaking, and undergoing an engineering design
challenge in which teams attempted to prevent coastal erosion.
An ultimate highlight was our virtual field trip hosted by the Royal
Tyrrell Museum in Drumheller, Alberta, Canada.The museum
features one of the world’s largest displays of dinosaurs, and
brought the prehistoric past to life with their virtual program
delivered to fourth grade via Zoom. The program provided a
wealth of information regarding the studies of geography,
geology, and, most excitingly, paleontology. It included
interactive quizzes, videos and images, an exploration of fossils
and minerals on the doc cam and a highly personalized,
informative Q&A with the host. We all learned a lot and many
students were inspired to one day make the trip to Canada to visit
the museum in person!
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WE WILL ROCK
YOU - G4

LIBRARY
BY MR. MICHAEL
Welcome back Berkeley Lions! Borrowing books
is once again possible at your library. KG and ES
students still come in for their library classes once
a week where they are allowed to borrow books. I
also read stories to the KG students. KG students
are allowed to borrow one book each class and
they’re expected to return the book the following
week during their next class when they will be
allowed to borrow a book again. ES students are
allowed to borrow up to 3 books during each class
with the same expectation of bringing the books
back to their next library class before borrowing
more. he library is also open to MS and HS students
who may borrow up to 3 books for a two week
period. Library cards are not needed to check out
books. I have created an account for each student
in our library database so I type in their name
when they come and then check the books out to
them. The library is open from 7:15-3:15 MondayFriday. Students are welcome to come at 7:15
before classes begin to borrow books. Please
encourage our Lions to read!
What’s Going on in Middle School English Language Arts
--and how can parents help?
Parents, have you been wondering what your students are learning
in English Language Arts class? Or, are you looking for ways that you
can support their reading and writing skills outside of school? Well,
you’ve come to the right place!
First, all middle school students are using the website NoRedInk.com to
practice English grammar skills. There is an assignment each week on a
specific topic, but even if that assignment is completed, students can
always do extra practice on any topic they choose, to become grammar
masters!
For reading, all middle school students have a novel they are reading in
class. Grade 6 is reading The Watsons Go To Birmingham-- 1963; grade 7
is reading The Outsiders; grade 8 is reading The Misfits. These are
usually left at school, since the students mostly need them while they
are in class. However, students are welcome to take them home for rereading, or if they have unfinished assignments. Other than their novel
for class, it’s always great for kids to read the news (go to Newsela.com
for kid-friendly news articles), or pick out a book that the family can
read and discuss together at home for fun.
Finally, kids can always use extra practice writing. In grade 6 ELA
classes, we mostly focus on narrative writing, or writing stories. In grade
7 ELA classes, students write formatted expository and opinion essays.
In grade 8 ELA classes, the writing the students do is text-based, in
which they cite evidence from literature in their essays. Even when your
student doesn’t have a current writing assignment for class, they could
practice their writing skills by writing about their day, writing letters to
family and friends that live in other places, or just writing a poem about
whatever is on their minds.
There are lots of ways for students to build literacy skills outside of the
classroom. If you find that your student is struggling, or needs some
extra
help
with
classwork,
don’t
hesitate
to
email
me
at
saross@berkeley.ac.th or any of their other teachers. If students need
help completing work, if they want to resubmit an assignment, or if they
have late and missing work to do, they should come to my classroom
after school on Tuesdays and/or Thursdays. Thank you, students for all
your hard work, and thank you, parents for all your support!

BY MS. SARAH
MS ENGLISH
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WELCOME BACK TO SCHOOL!

Berkeley
Lions
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Upcoming Events
OCTOBER 29 - LOY KRATHONG CELEBRATION
OCTOBER 30- HALLOWEEN CELEBRATION
NOVEMBER 5 - WORLD OUTDOOR CLASROOM DAY
NOVEMBER 20- NO SCHOOL
DECEMBER 10-11 - NO SCHOOL
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